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How to Set Up Photography Lighting for a Home Studio is an audiobook that descriptively details
subjects related to a basic photo studio setup in the comfort of your home. It contains information
about how to use continuous studio lighting, and how to use strobe lighting photography as well as
techniques that enable users to control the lighting as they wish. Having a controlled environment
makes for beautiful photos, and gives options for creativity as well. This audioook also contains
information about home photography studio setup and discusses how the photographer can make
adjustments to create the best blend of lighting and colors. Finally, it also gives knowledge about the
proper set-up and storage of the equipment to maximize the useful life. In a nutshell, this is
everything that a beginning photographer needs to understand how to setup your own photography
studio at home. Get your copy now.
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This is such a waste of money and time. I applaud the author for taking such basic information,
creating a self-published, print-on-demand book, and listing it on . However, the book itself is
horrible. To begin with the author has used large font, double spacing, and unnecessarily large
pictures of equipment to fill out what is probably only 30 pages of text into 88 pages. I purchased
this book after reading another photography book that had a chapter on lighting. I thought this book
would be a natural progression to understanding lighting for a home studio instead I'll go back to
that one chapter and reread it, researching online what I don't understand. I'm sorry but this book is

horrible. No insider tips. No resource guide. The only thing it does is give a handful of lighting
techniques which can be found online. By the way, the author frequently uses that throwaway line
as well. With some research you can find XYZ online and then most frequently does not even point
the reader in any useful direction.

This is a self-published book, and it shows. I wish I had read all of the reviews first instead of just
glimpsing at the star rating, as I figured that so many people couldn't be wrong, but boy was I
wrong!To call this a how-to book among other things, doesn't accurately reflect what this is, which is
essentially a child's picture book. As other people has said, the author has tried to cheat the system
by using a larger font size, double spaces everything, and uses an obscene amount of white space
to the point where it honestly felt like it could have been a children's intro to photography book. In
addition to that, the writing level is so simple that it is on the level on children's books, and that it's
painful to read. There's much better information online and on YouTube that gives you more clear,
concise, and useful information on setting up your own studio, than this book could.Finally, to put
icing on the top of how bad this book is, there's a final section in it called "Things to Remember",
where the author directly asks you leave a review on , so here I am!

How to Set Up Photography Lighting for a Home Studio by Amber Richards is a highly informative
and well written piece of instruction and even has some illustrations to help! Amber Richards makes
learning to properly set up photography lighting and take beautiful photographs so easy to
understand for a beginner like me, as well as more seasoned photographers who need some extra
help in the lighting department! I lent this book to an experienced photographer friend and he totally
agrees that she did a great job laying out the information and it is highly accurate! This book is a
quick read, but great things come in small packages because after reading this book I was able to
set up my new studio and begin my journey as a new photographer! Based on AmberÃ¢Â€Â™s
instruction I knew what to purchase, how to perfectly set up the room and my first few shots came
out absolutely stunning! The fact that sheÃ¢Â€Â™s very experienced on this topic shows from start
to finish and her ability to pass her knowledge along to readers shines through. She is a talented
writer and obviously a talented photographer too. I highly recommend How to Set Up Photography
Lighting for a Home Studio by Amber Richards, do yourself and your photographs a favor and grab
a copy! I really hope to see more instructional books regarding other areas of photography from this
writer in the future!

I generally am willing to blow a couple of bucks on anything in order to grab that one interesting
nugget of info ... yet I got nothing from this book at all. Just too much time spent on equipment and
nothing really spent on studio setup ... not enough to matter to me, anyway.

It seems that some people live to give rotten reviews on . The subject matter wasn't deep enough,
this person is obviously a new author. Sheesh! The whole point of eBooks is to hear from new
authors who can offer us new perspectives into subjects we are looking into. This book definitely
accomplishes that. If you are new to photography and not really sure how to start taking quality
pictures in your own home this book is a great place to start.I have been a photographer since I was
16 (weÃ¢Â€Â™re not going to talk about how long ago that was, but we didn't have digital cameras).
I am by no means a pro, but I know enough to be dangerous. I felt that this book would be great to
recommend to my friends who always ask me about lighting and setting up a shoot at home. I may
be able to push the buttons, but when it comes to explaining the hows and whys of photography I
am more worthless than dental floss at a Willie Nelson concert. How to Set Up Photography Lighting
for a Home Studio is written in a way that almost anyone can understand and introduces plenty of
topics for further study depending on how serious you are about photography. Thumbs up to the
author.

I've always had an interest in photography. Unfortunately I never got around to taking a photography
class in college. I picked up this book because I got it here on at a discounted price, and I also
wanted to learn more about taking awesome photos of course. This author gave me a great
perspective into a hobby I want to try out. This book is easy clear, direct, and easy to understand.
After reading this book, I believe that I'm prepared to start working on my home studio.

Photography is one of the wonderful things that technology had to offer in my perspective. I enjoy
looking at pictures from the past - no matter if they are mine or public pictures available online. I
never looked at the business side of photography, but as my husband recently bought a
professional camera - I offered this book to him as a gift to learn more about to how to use camera's
functionalities and learn some tips and tricks about photography at home. He was very happy with
the information he found in here and I can already see he is using his camera more and is planning
to convert one of our rooms into a soon to be home studio, and I am sure he will apply there all the
things he learned from this book.
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